Self-localization mechanisms and conditions of laser radiation in a cold collisionless plasma of spherical microcavity have been studied taking into account the striction nonlinearity and the relativistic effects connected with the stimulated oscillatory movement of electrons. A spherical plasmon localized close to the centre of microcavity has been shown to excite under nonlinear interaction of whispering-gallery modes with electron plasma. It is determined that the realization of self-localized spherical structures of electromagnetic field and spherical plasmons inside the microcavity filled with electron plasma is caused by manifestation of relativistic nonlinearity of the medium.
Introduction
Considerable interest in the problem of nonlinear interaction of laser radiation with spherical particles of micron size is shown due to the fact that nonlinear optical effects can be realized with the use of radiation having a relatively low intensity [1, 2] . In this case, lasing can be obtained as a result of the total internal reflection of radiation from the inside of a microparticle [3] , in the form of a set of densely packed whispering-gallery modes. The Q-factor of such a microcavity is several order of magnitude higher than Q-factor of conventional open laser resonators [4] . Beside the known nonlinear effects in this case [5, 6] , the self-localization of electromagnetic radiation in a form of a structure resonance inside a microcavity is of great importance. The possibility of realization of the spherical structure resonance was investigated for the first time in a medium with a Kerr nonlinearity [7] . An important condition of formation of such structure is the negativity of the initial permittivity of the medium, which allows a suggestion that such structures can exist in microcavities filled with overdense plasma.
The present paper studies the mechanisms and conditions of self-localization of an electromagnetic radiation in the collisionless electron plasma of the spherical microcavity. The nonlinear interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with a cold plasma was investigated taking into account the striction nonlinearity and the relativistic effects arising as a result of the induced oscillatory motion of electrons. It is shown that the nonlinear interaction of the whispering-gallery modes with a cold electron plasma results in the appearance of the spherical plasmon localized near the centre of the microsphere. It has been established that the relativistic nonlinearity of the medium is the main condition for the formation of self-localized spherical structures of the electromagnetic field and spherical plasmons inside the microcavity filled with a cold electron plasma.
Theoretical model
The basic equations describing the interaction of an electromagnetic radiation with a collisionless electron plasma are Maxwell equations and the relativistic motion equation for electrons [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . On the introduction of vector A and scalar ϕ potentials describing the characteristics of electromagnetic field (E = c −1 ∂ t A−∇ϕ, B = ∇ × A), the following system can be obtained from the Maxwell equations:
Equations (1) are closed by the relativistic equation for the electron motion: 
The first two terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (3) represent the Coulomb force. The last term defines the ponderomotive force F pond = −m 0 c 2 ∇γ which is an expression of the magnetic force acting upon the electrons. The nonrelativistic ponderomotive force was derived in [10] as a Lorentz force averaged over the highfrequency field oscillations, which acts on the electrons in a weakly inhomogeneous electromagnetic field. The action of the ponderomotive force in spatially inhomogeneous electromagnetic wave results in the redistribution of electron plasma density, and since this force is a potential force (ϕ pond = −m 0 c 2 e −1 γ), it is convenient to relate it to the scalar potential, thus defining calibration of the potentials in a following way:
Eqs. (1, 3) describe the motion of electrons in the presence of self-consistent field of the incident wave and the field induced by the plasma electrons. The interaction of electron plasma with a spatially inhomogeneous electromagnetic wave will be considered in a quasi-static approximation where the transient processes related to the redistribution of electron plasma density are quite rapid compared to the characteristic time of change in the spatial structure of the field. In this case the distribution of the electron density at each instant is assumed to be steady-state; ponderomotive forces are balanced by the electrostatic forces caused by the redistribution of plasma density. In this case, the electrostatic potential may be taken to be equal to the time-averaged ponderomotive potential ϕ = ϕ pond t = −m 0 c 2 e −1 γ t , ∂ t ϕ = 0, and the vector potential is transverse (∇A = 0) as for the initial wave. Thus, the above-mentioned potential calibration (4) makes it possible to uniquely relate, in the quasi-static approximation, the electromagnetic potentials to the physical components of the system under consideration: the vector potential decribes the transverse electromagnetic wave propagating in the plasma, and the scalar potential is related to the electrostatic field induced by the redistributions of charge density.
With account for the assumptions made, system (1) can be represented in the form
Then, Eqs. (4) and (6) give explicit expressions for the velocity and concentration of the electrons:
where the relativistic factor has the form γ = √ 1 + a 2 , and the potentials are renormalized as a = e m (5) describes the interaction of plasma electrons with the electromagnetic field. The current j = n e v present here depends nonlinearly on the vector potential a because of the redistribution of electron plasma density (see Eq. (7)) in spatially inhomogeneous electromagnetic field (striction nonlinearity) and the manifestation of relativistic effects in n(a) and v(a) (relativistic nonlinearity). From Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) the following nonlinear wave equation for vector potential can be derived:
where k p = ω p0 /c, and ω 2 p0 = 4π n 0 e 2 /m 0 is plasma frequency of the undisturbed plasma.
Futher analysis will be made for the standing monochromatic wave with a frequency ω: a = a 0 (r) cos ωt, where a 0 is an amplitude of the vector potential. On neglecting the generation of higher harmonics and taking into account the self-action in the nonlinear medium, Eq. (9) can be written as
where
In the case of the amplitude |a 0 | ≪ 1, on expanding the nonlinear terms in Eq. (10) into a series and retaining the first order of the relativistic amendment, the following equation can be obtained:
The right-hand side of Eq. (11) describes the nonlinear interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with the electron plasma: the first term is caused by the striction nonlinearity and the second term is responsible for the relativistic effects.
Let us consider the behaviour of an electrically transverse (TE) electromagnetic radiation in a spherical microcavity filled with a collisionless electron plasma. In the general case it can be represented as an expansion in terms of the vector spherical modes M nm (r, θ, ϕ) = S nm (r)Θ nm (θ, ϕ), which form a complete set of orthogonal functions:
is the angular part, and the radial functions S nm (r) are the desired quantities. For example, the radial functions in the case of linear microcavity are spherical Bessel functions j n (kr) [13] . For the nonlinear problem, S nm (r) have to be determined from a corresponding system of equations, and in the general case they are complex quantities, S nm = S * n −m . We expand the right-hand side of nonlinear equation (11) into a series of spherical vector harmonics:
where f iji ′ j ′ kl nm is a constant and g iji ′ j ′ kl nm is a functional of the desired functions S nm (r):
By making use of the expansion (13) and separating the modes in accordance with their order, the following system of related equations for individual modes can be obtained from Eq. (11):
Separation of variables in Eq. (15) results in a system of equations for radial functions S nm (r) of the interacting modes:
In the case of a single mode in a medium, the system (16) reduces to the form
It should be noted that Eqs. (11, (15) (16) (17) describe the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a cold electron plasma, taking into account both the striction and the relativistic nonlinearities. In spite of the assumption made above in the first approximation for the relativistic effects (|a 0 | ≪ 1), these equations are valid in a quite wide range of radiation intensities, which is important from the practical standpoint. For example, at ω = 3 · 10 15 s −1 they describe in a close approximation the nonlinear interaction of an electron plasma with electromagnetic radiation of the intensity up to I = c 3 m 2 0 ω 2 /4πe 2 ≈ 8.4 · 10 18 W/cm 2 . At the same time, as it will be shown below, taking into account the relativistic nonlinearity results in qualitatively new behaviour of the system.
Numerical simulation
The nonlinear interaction of an electromagnetic radiation with a cold electron plasma will be analyzed using a vector spherical mode of a lower order (n = 1 and m = 0). In this case, the Eq. (17) yields the following equation for the radial part S 10 (r):
The results of numerical simulation of the process described by Eq. (18) for an overdense plasma (ω < ω p0 ) point to the possibility of realization of soliton-like solutions self-localized in a finite volume of a microcavity. The radial distribution of the electric component of the field (Fig. 1(a) ) shows its localization close to the centre of the microcavity at a distance of several wavelengths. In this case, the relativistic nonlinearity results in the formation of a layer transparent for electromagnetic radiation near the centre of microcavity. The plasma frequency ω p = 4πe 2 n m −1 inside this layer is shifted to the long-wave region of a spectrum so that ω p < ω < ω p0 . In this case, the relativistic effect causing a change in the mass (m = γm 0 ) and velocity of the electrons (Eq. (8)) plays a dominant role. The radial distribution of the permittivity ε = 1 − (ω p /ω) 2 induced by the field (see Fig. 1(b) ) shows that in the region of field maximum the permittivity becomes positive. The changes in the mass and the velocity distribution of electrons in the radial direction with taking into account the relativity are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) respectively. Thus, the induced spherical layer of plasma transparent for electromagnetic radiation makes possible the existence of the undamped field oscillations inside this layer and the total internal reflection at its border [14, 15] . The results of numerical simulation of the processes performed with account for only the relativistic nonlinearity (curve 2 in Fig. 1(a) ) clearly point to the fact that it is the relativistic nonlinearity that plays a dominant role in the realization of self-localized soliton-like states of the electromagnetic radiation nonlinearly interacting with the cold electron plasma. Taking into account of only the striction nonlinearity in Eq. (18) gives indefinitely increasing solutions (curve 3 in Fig. 1(a) ). At the same time, the inclusion of the striction nonlinearity in Eq. (18) determines the existence of a spherical plasmon as a redistribution of the initial equilibrium density of the electron plasma ∆ρ (Fig. 1(e) ), and its localization close to the centre due to the relativistic nonlinearity.
For the case of electron plasma initially transparent for electromagnetic radiation (ω > ω p0 ), soliton-like states localized in a finite volume cannot be realized. The radial field distribution shown in Fig. 2 (curve 1) illustrates this situation for the n = 1, m = 0 mode. Curve 2 in Fig. 2 was calculated with taking into account only the striction nonlinearity. In the case of transparent plasma with taking into account of the striction and the relativistic nonlinearities as well as the case Fig. 2 . Radial distribution of the field for S10 mode in a microcavity filled with plasma initially transparent for electromagnetic radiation.
of overdense plasma where only the striction nonlinearity was taken into account (curve 3 in Fig. 1(a) ) it should be noted that the behaviour of the system does not differ qualitatively from the corresponding solutions of the linear wave equation for an electron plasma.
Conclusion
A model of an electromagnetic radiation nonlinearly interacting with a cold electron plasma inside a spherical microcavity has been developed with taking into account both the striction and the relativistic nonlinearities. The process of nonlinear interaction was numerically simulated on the basis of the equations set with account of the relativistic effects in the first approximation. This approach can be used in a quite wide range of radiation intensities of up to ∼ 10 18 W/cm 2 , which is important from the practical standpoint. It is shown that soliton-like solutions self-localized in the finite volume of a nonlinear microcavity filled with an initially overdense electron plasma can be realized. It has been established that it is the relativistic nonlinearity that plays a key role in the realization of self-localized states of an electromagnetic radiation. The striction nonlinearity results in the appearance of a spherical plasmon as a redistribution of the equilibrium electron plasma density. At the same time, its localization close to the centre is caused by the relativistic nonlinearity.
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Santrauka
Išstudijuoti lazerio spinduliuotės savilokalizacijos mechanizmai ir sąlygos šaltoje sferinės mikroertmės be susidūrimų plazmoje, atsižvelgiantį strikcijos netiesiškumą ir reliatyvistinius efektus, susijusius su priverstiniu elektronų virpesiniu judėjimu. Parodyta, kad sferinis plazmonas, lokalizuotas arti mikroertmės centro, sužadina-mas, kai šnabždesio galerijų modos netiesiškai sąveikauja su elektronų plazma. Nustatyta, kad elektromagnetinio lauko savilokalizuotų sferinių struktūrų ir sferinių plazmonų susidarymą mikroertmėje, užpildytoje elektronų plazma, lemia medžiagos reliativystinis netiesiškumas.
